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Let ‘u be a C*-algebra, and G be a locally compact abelian group. Suppose OL 
is a continuous action of G on ‘u. Then there exists a continuous action Oz of 
the dual group G of G on the C*-crossed product C*(%; o) of rU by (Y such that 
the C*-crossed product C*(C*(‘u; cx); “) . a is isomorphic to the tensor product 
B aj, %(L2(G)) of B and the C*-algebra K(L2(G)) of all compact operators 
on Lz(G). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of the structure of von Neumann algebras of type III, 
M. Takesaki [ll] obtained a duality theorem for crossed products of 
von Neumann algebras. At the same time, he also conjectured about 
its C*-algebra version that given a C*-algebra 2I with a continuous 
action 01 of a locally compact abelian group G, the C*-crossed product 
C*(%; a) of ‘$l by (y. has a continuous action d of the dual group G 
of G such that the second C*-crossed product C*(C*(‘%; a); &) is 
isomorphic to the tensor product ‘$I @* &(,V(G)) of ‘3 and the 
C*-algebra K(P(G)) of all compact operators on ,??(G). 
In this paper, it will be shown that the statement cited above is 
affirmative. 
2. CROSSED PRODUCTS AND REDUCED CROSSED 
PRODUCTS OF C*-ALGEBRAS 
Let G be a locally compact group, and ‘3 be a C*-algebra. We 
denote by Aut(r2I) the group of all *-automorphisms of Ql. A mapping 
01 of G into Aut(rU) is said to be a continuous action if it is a strongly 
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continuous homomorphism in the sense that for any x E %, and 
E > 0, there exists a neighborhood 77 of the unit e of G such that 
II %7(x) - x II < c for every g fz U. 
We now define the crossed product C*(M; a) of % with a continuous 
action (II of G in the following way: it is the enveloping C*-algebra 
of the Banach *-algebra Ll(‘%; a) of all Bochner integrable ‘%-valued 
measurable functions on G with respect to the left Haar measure dg 
of G with the *-algebraic structure given by 
and 
x*Ld = 4w %Lel)l*, 
for each X, y EL~(‘%; G), and g E G, where d(g) is the modular 
function of G. 
Due to S. Doplicher, D. Kastler, and D. W. Robinson [2] there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between a covariant representation 
(P, u) of W, G) and a a-representation U of C*(‘%; a) which is 
determined by 
Wx) = s, ,Wg)l u (8 & x E-W’% ‘3 (2.1) 
Let Cov rep(A, G) be the set of all covariant representations of (A, G). 
Following the construction in the discrete case due to Zeller- 
Meier [12], we shall next define the reduced crossed product C,,*(‘%; a) 
of ‘3 by 01 in the continuous case as follows. 
Let (p, A) E Cov rep(‘%, G) induced by the trivial one (p, 1) E 
Cov rep(%, {e}) w h ere L is the identity representation of {e} on !&, 
(cf. [9]). Let Ind p denote the representation of C*(%; a) corre- 
sponding to (F, A). M k g a in use of Ind p, we define a norm jj . j/? on 
U(%u; G) by 
II x lly = supWnd d(x)ll: P E Rep ‘W, (2.2) 
for each x EL~(‘zX; G), where Rep ‘$I is the set of all *-representations 
of ?I. It is seen that the completion C,*(‘%; a) of Ll(‘%c; G) with 
respect to 11 *IIy is a C*-algebra, which is nothing but the quotient 
C*-algebras of C*(Iu; a) by the kernel of Ind p (p E Rep a). We call 
C,*(%; 01) the reduced crossed product of ‘% by (Y, and 11 *II,, the reduced 
norm on C,*(%; a). 
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Now we extend some properties of C*-crossed products in the 
discrete case to the continuous case. One defines for a positive linear 
functional 93 of a C*-algebra ‘%, andfi E K(G) (i = 1, z), 
+fi.fzw = Sjcxof’(P4 fd4 v o G1k4dl & dk (2.3) 
for any x E Ll(cU; G), where K(G) is the set of all continuous functions 
on G with compact support. Identifying P(!+j, ; G) with L2( G) 05, the 
right hand side of (2.3) is nothing but <(Ind r,)(x)fi 0 E, I fi 0 E,> 
where (rr, , <,) is the cyclic representation of Cu on a Hilbert space B,, 
corresponding to y. Hence we have that 
i/w %)(X>il = SUP@f.f(Y *~*xy)~i”/~,,~(y*y)‘~~): y E K(2l; G), f E K(G)}, 
(2.4) 
for any x EL~(‘%; G), where ~$~,~(y*y) # 0, and K(%; G) is the set 
of all $%-valued continuous functions on G with compact support. 
Let Q(y; f) for y E K(cU; G), f E K(G) be the set of all positive linear 
functionals T of 2l with @j,r(y*y) + 0. Then one easily gets by (2.4) 
that 
II x IL = ~~~~~~f,f(y*~*~~~~‘~l~f,f(~*~~~‘~): Y E WE G), 
f~K(G),p,~Q(y;f)h (2.5) 
for x EL~(+%; G). Let 2X%(p) be the set of all positive linear functional g, 
of 2l such that n, is weakly contained in p E Rep %. Then the same 
way as in the discrete case gives us that for p s Rep 2l, x ~Ll(‘%u; G), 
Wd P)@)II = supK$%Ar *x*xy)1~Z/~f,f(y*y)1/2): y E K(2I; G), 
f E W), v E Q(Y; f) n WP>> (2.6) 
(cf., [12, Theor. 4.81). 
Remark. In the discrete case, it is clear that &e,6e = g, where 
F(x) = y[x(e)] for x EL~(%; G). 
We now state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a locally compact group, and ‘3 be a 
C*-algebra with a continuous action 01 of G. Then given a p E Rep Z, 
the following properties are equivalent; 
G> c$Eo aI7 * p is faithful on a; 
(ii) (\(Ind p)(x)\\ = 11 x IIY for any x E L1(21; G) where (a, 9 p)(a) = 
P - a;‘(a) for a E 5X, g E G. 
(Compare with [12, Theor. 4.111.) 
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Proof. Since (ii) implies that Ind p is faithful on L1(21; G), (i) is 
obtained by direct computation. Conversely, suppose z:,$ 01~ * p is 
faithful. Then it follows that ngsc ker 01~ * p = 0, which implies that 
any positive linear functional of ‘$I is a weak limit of some linear 
combinations of positive linear forms of % which are associate with 
01~ . p (g E G). On th e other hand, since (01, * p, A) E Cov rep(%!l, G) 
induced by (a, . p, L) E Cov rep(‘%, {e}) is unitarily equivalent to 
(p, A) E Cov rep(2I, G) induced by (p, L) E Cov rep(‘%, (e}) (cf. [9, 
Theor. 8.13, it is verified that Ind(ol, * p) is unitarily equivalent to 
Ind p for every g E G. Hence one gets that 
IKInd ~)(x)ll = sup{ll(Ind Bg - ~)(x)ll: g E Gh x ELW; G). (2.7) 
By (2.5)-(2.7), we have that 
= ~~P~(~~,~(Y*~*~Y)~'~/~~,.I(Y*Y)~'~): Y E W% (3, fe JW), 
~E~(y;f)n~(a,.p),gEG) 
2 sup{(~f,f(y*x*~y)*‘2/~f,f(r*Y)1’2): Y E WC Gh f E WG), 9, E Q(Y; f )I 
= II Xl/Y * Q.E.D. 
The following proposition gives a condition on the group under 
which reduced crossed products coincide with crossed products. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a locally compact group, and !!I be 
a C*-algebra with a continuous action (Y of G. If G is amenable as a 
topological group, then 
c*@?l; a) = C,“(!H; CY). 
(Compare with [12, Theor. 5.11.) 
Proof. Let Q, be a positive linear functional on C*(2I; a) with 
11 Q, /) < 1. It suffices to show that Q, is continuous with respect to 
11 ]/,-norm. Since G is amenable, the function 1 on G is a limit point 
of J+= f (f E K(G)) with respect to compact open topology, where 
b * Nd = SC d4 ti(h-W dh 
-- 
and 40) = &z-l) for VJ’, 4 6 K(G) 
(cf. [l, Sect. 81). Let (.U@ , f,) be the cyclic representation of C*(%; a) 
on a Hilbert space !& corresponding to @. Then there is a unique 
(p, U) E Cov rep(‘%, G) such that 
G(x) = 1 /MA VA dg for x EL~(%I; G). 
G 
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Let us define a positive linear functional Cp, on Ll((LI; G) by 
@f(X) = jG ( f * f)(g) <Pkk)l ~kKTJ I !h> 4. 
In fact, since (p, U) E Cov rep(‘$l, G), one has that 
@Ax> = jjGXGf(hl) fW1‘d (P 0 4i%(dl W-l) W)Eo I W-1)6i4 & dg 
=I <P 0 G1[4g)l f(h-‘g) W+)b I f@-‘1 V+SzJ d/z dg GxG 
= G GMdl Wt I 0 4 I 
= ((Ind P>WE I 0, (2.8) 
for each x EL~((U; G), where (p, A) E Cov rep(‘%, G) induced by 
(P, ~1 E Cov red% @I), and f(g) = f(g-l) W-l) b E L2(4s(p ; G). 
Since jl Q, /I < 1, we may assume that 11 5‘ Ij < 1. Then we have by (2.8) 
that 
@AX”4 < II x*x IIY 3 (2.9) 
for x ~Ll(2l; G). S’ mce Qr weakly converges to @ on K(%; G), it 
follows by (2.9) that 
@(x*x) < II x*x Ili > (2.10) 
for any x E K((LI; G). S’ mce K((U; G) is dense in C*(rU; a) the inequality 
(2.10) also h Id f o s or x E C*(‘$l; a). Therefore, @ is continuous with 
respect to the reduced norm, which means that C*(‘%; a) = C,*(‘%; a). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. If ‘$I = C, the above proposition says that 
C*(G) = C,,*(G) (cf. [l, Sect. 181). 
Finally we state here the following two observations without proof 
for a later use though both are more or less known. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a locally compact group, and ‘?l (respec- 
tively d) be a C*-algebra with a continuous action 01 (respectively /3) 
of G on ‘8 (respectively 8). Suppose there exists a isomorphism @ of ‘5X 
onto f-9 such that 
B, = @ 0 ag 0 Q-1 for g E G, 
then C*((u; a) is isomorphic to C*(B; /3). 
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Remark. The above statement is also true for reduced crossed 
products. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G (respectively H) be a locally compact group, 
and 2X (respectively d) be a P-algebra with a continuous action 01 
(respectively p) of G (respectively H). Then C*(% & 8; OL @ /3) is 
isomorphic to C*(%; a) Bjy C*(B; j3), where v is the greatest C*-moss 
norm (cf. [4, 51). 
Remark. It is true that given ‘8, 8, G, H, LY, /3 as above, 
C,*(% Bi* 23; 01 @ j?) is isomorphic to C,*(‘%; a) @* C,*(b; /3), 
where * is Turumaru’s cross norm. 
3. DUALITY 
In this section, we show a duality for crossed products of C*- 
algebras by a locally compact abelian group. Let G be a locally 
compact abelian group, and 2X be a C*-algebra with a continuous 
action (II of G. First of all, we define a continuous action Oz of the dual 
group G of G on Ll(‘%; G) by 
uw = <g, P> 4gh (3.1) 
for x EU(%; G), p E G, and g E G. Indeed, one can compute by 
definition that 
(444 UYM) = s, kdw4 oLh[4iY) ww a 
= s 04 P> x(h) W& P) %[YWWl~~ G 
= <A% P> s, w %[Yvml& 
= wY%g) 
and 
ux*)(g) = <g, P> x*(g) = <g, P> %r&-l)l* 
= oLg[(P, P> 4K1)l * = %RMk-l)l * 
= &@>” (g), 
for each x, y E Ll(%; G), p E c, andg E G. So $ is a *-homomorphism 
on Ll(%z; G). 
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Moreover, we have that 
II Ux>ll = q4 fl[&,(x)lll : 17 E Rep LW; G)) 
= sup /I! jG Cc P> d4g)l Vg> dg /I : h u> E Cov rep Wz, G)/- 
Let U,(g) = (g, p} U(g) for p E G, g E G. Then it is easily seen 
that (p, U,) E Cov rep(‘B, G) for (p, U) E Cov rep(‘$l, G). This implies 
that II $(x) II < II x II. S’ mce &;l(x)(g) = (g, p) x(g), the inequality 
II $34ll d II x II h o ld s similarly. So & is isometric on Ll(‘%; G) with 
respect to the enveloping C*-norm, which means that 6& can be 
extended to an automorphism on C*(2l; a). Denoting it by the same 
symbol $ (p E G), one can show that B is a continuous action of G! 
on C*(‘%; G). In fact, one estimates the following: 
= s Kg, P) - 1 I II 4g>ll% G 
for any x E K(%; G), where I/y II1 = JG // y(g)]\ dg (y EL~(%; G)). Since 
supp x is equicontinuous as a family of functions on G by compact- 
ness, given an E > 0, there exists a neighborhood W of the unit 1 of G 
such that 
I(BIP)---l -cc for g E supp x, p E W. 
Therefore, one gets that 
II w> - x II < c I II xkll & SUPP 2 
= CI I/ x Ii1 for ps W. 
Since K((U; G) is dense in C*(2l; a), aZ is a continuous action of &’ on 
C*(‘u; a). Thus we can construct the crossed product C*(C*(%; a); d) 
of C*(%; a) by 8. 
We shall show that C*(C*(%; a); “) u constructed above is isomorphic 
to 21 Bj, 6(L2(G)), th e t ensor product of Cu and the C*-algebra 
K(L2(G)) of all compact operators on L2(G). Let n be a faithful 
representation of Cu on a Hilbert space en, and Ind 17 be the repre- 
sentation of C,*(2l; ) . d 01 m uced by 17. Since G is abelian, Proposi- 
tion 2.2 tells us that C,*(‘%u; a) = C*(PI; a). Moreover, we consider 
580b9/1-3 
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the representation Ind(Ind n) of C,,*(C*(‘%; CL); a) induced by Ind n, 
which will be denoted by n. Then it can be verified that 
II m4ri = II x IIY 9 for x EL1(C*(21; a); e). (3.2) 
Actually, since 17 is faithful, J$$ a* * L? is also faithful. Hence it 
follows from Proposition 2.1 that Ind L! is faithful1 on C,,*(‘%; a). 
Thus it is faithful on C*(%z; a). S imilarly applying Proposition 2.1 
to C*(‘%; LX) and Ind 17, the equality (3.2) holds. So R is a faithful 
representation of C,*(C*(‘%; CL); a). By applying Proposition 2.2 
again to C*(X; N.) and d, we conclude that C*(C*(‘%; a); 2) = 
c,*(c*pl; a); a). 
We shall study the structure of fl[C*(C*(%; a); &)I. First of all, 
we compute a operator n(x) for x E K(%; G x 0. By construction, 
the operator J?(x) is acting on La(!& ; G x G). Then we have that 
= Jps GXG <h, P> n 0 C[4h, dl W% q-*P> dh 4 
for x E K(%; G x G), 4 E L2($jn ; G x G), p E G, and g E G, where 
(Ind 17, X) E Cov rep(C*(%; OI), G) induced by (Ind JI, L) E Cov rep 
(CYK 4, {l}), and (is, h) E Cov rep(‘8, G) induced by (17, L) E 
Cov rep(%l, {e}). So fi(x) can be described as follows: 
(3.4) 
where 
@we P> = l7 o C(4 I(& P) (a E a), 
MhMg, P> = <k P> W+g, P) (h E G), (3.5) 
wlMg~ PI = a, T’P> 67 E a 
for f E L2@jn ; G x e), p E e, and g E G. Define a unitary operator J 
ofL2(bir ; G x C?) onto L”($,, ; e x G) by 
UCXP, ‘49 = <g, P) 4Yg, PI, 
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for t E..%~(!& ; G x G), p E G, and g E G. Since (J*r))(g, p) = 
(g, p} q(p, g) for q E.L~(!& ; G x G), we have by (3.4), (3.5) that 
J&4.l* = ss,,, x(g, PI’ 4d V(P)’ dg dp, (3.6) 
where 
(hl)(PT d = 17 o %34 77(P, ‘4 (a E w> 
W)‘l7)(P, 9) = ?(PT h-W (h E G), (3.7) 
@@)‘rl)(PJ d = <g, s> S(T’P, d (4 E (39 
for 7j EL2(!& ; G x G),pEG, andgEG. 
Keeping (3.6) and (3.7) in mind, we shall discuss another crossed 
product based on the trivial action LG of G on cu[. Namely, let us 
consider the crossed product C*(%; LG) of % by LG . Then it can be 
defined a continuous action /3 of G on G*(%; LG) by 
MXXP) = (‘?T P> %MP)l 
for x EL~(‘QI; G), p E G, and g E G. In fact, one has that 
O%W MY))(P) = JIG Bo(+d MYWP) 4 
zzz (g, P> s, c4+d YWP)I 4 
= P&Y)(P) 
and 
(3.8) 
P&*)(P) = (g, P> %[~*(P>I = (g, P) %[4p-1)l* 
= ((8, p-l> %[4P-111)* = &b)(P-l)* 
= /%(4*(P), 
for each x, y EU(%; G), p E G, and g E G. Moreover, the norm 
estimation for fig is given as follows: 
II P&N = suP~llPrl5,(~)lll : P wc e>> 
= sup 111 J2wk4(Pll V(P) dP I! : (4 v> E cov rep w, “,I 
= sup 
Ills G <g, P> L 0 44~)l V(P) dp 11: 6% V) E Cov rep (a, “)I 
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Let V,(P) = (g, P> V(P)- S ince (~5, V) E Cov rep(‘L[, G), it follows that 
(a,-’ . L, 0,) E Cov rep(‘%, G). This implies that 11 &(x)ll < II x /I for 
g E G. Since p;l = &-I (g E G), (j&(x)/[ = I[ x [j for x EL~(‘%, %), 
g E G. By a similar reasoning as for 8, p is a continuous action of G 
on C*(%; Lo). Th en we can also construct the crossed product 
C*(C*(‘$I; Q); /3) of C*(‘%; q) by /3. We now show the following 
proposition which is essential to prove the duality. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and 9I 
be a F-algebra with a continuous action a! of G. Then there exists a 
continuous action al (respectively, p) of & (respectively, G) on C*(N; a) 
(respectively C*(%I; cc)) such that C*(C*(%; a); &) is isomorphic to 
c*(c*(% d; B)+ 
Proof. Let n be the representation of C*(C*(%; Q); /3) induced 
by 17, where II is as before. By the same argument as Is, fr is faithful 
on C*(C*(OI; Q); 8). M oreover, the similar computation as (3.3) 
gives us that 
for x E K(2I; G x G), [ EL”($~ ; G x G), p E G, and g 6 G, where -- 
(Ind fl, A) E Cov rep(C*(%; cc), G) induced by (Ind n, L) E Cov rep 
(C*(%; Q), {e)), and (17, A) E Cov rep(%, G) induced by (17, L) E 
Cov rep(%, (1)). Th ere ore, f one can describe the operator I?(x) as 
follows: 
f&4 = jJ’,,, 4s 4’ v(q)’ 44’ dh dq, (3.9) 
for x E K(‘?l; C.? x G), where a’, v(q)‘, u(h)’ is as (3.7) (a E A, q E G, 
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h E G). Since z(q) u(h)’ = (h, q) u(h)’ v(p) for q E G, h E G, it follows 
by (3.9) that 
= 1s ((h 4) x(q> AN’ W’ +I)’ d/z 4 (3.10) GXG 1 ss GXG YP, 4)’ W’ W’ dh 4,
where y(h, q) = (h, q) x(q, h) (h E G, q E G). Comparing (3.10) with 
(3.6), we obtain that 
If@) = mY>J*~ 
which implies that 
R[c*(c*(%; L& p)] = Jllf[c*(%; a); a)]]*. 
This means that C*(C*((u; a); &) is isomorphic to C*(C*((LT; LG); /3). 
Q.E.D. 
Now we can see without difficulty what is the structure of 
C*(C*(‘%; LG); /3). Actually, let us first define a Banach *-algebra 
which is isomorphic to L1(‘%; G) with the trivial action &G as follows: 
consider the algebraic tensor product 2I 0 L’(G) of % and L’(G) with 
a *-algebraic structure defined by 
and 
for each ai, ai’ E 9l, and fi , fj’ ELM. Then, the completion 
A @,, L1( G) of ‘u. 0 L’(G) with respect to the greatest cross norm y, 
is a Banach *-algebra which is isomorphic toLl(‘Z; G) with Lo (cf. [3]). 
The isomorphism @ between them is determined by 
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for ai E 2X, fi gLl(G), where (f$( a) a,)(p) = fi(p) ai (p E G). Further- 
more, @ can be extended to a isomorphism of C*(‘%; Q) onto the 
enveloping C*-algebra C*(Z &,Lr(G)) of ‘% @J1(G) which is also 
denoted by @. Then, one can easily check that 
Q)opgoo-~=ag@Lxo, for gE G, 
where (Lxrf)(P) = xg(P)f(P) = <g, P)f(P) (f~LV% P E Q On 
the other hand, due to Guichardet-Okayasu (cf. [4, 7]), 
c*(% 0, Lye)) = I?I @j” C”(G) 
where v is the greatest C*-norm. By applying Proposition 2.3, one 
gets that C*(C*(%; Q); /?) is isomorphic to C*(‘LI Bs, C*(G); 01 @LX) 
where (a @I,,), = 01~ @ Lxg (g E G). Denoting by C,,(G) the C*- 
algebra consisting of all continuous functions vanishing at infinity, it 
easily follows that there exists an isomorphism Y of 2I @” C*(G) 
onto A gj, C,(G) such that 
Yo((ol@Lx)goY-~=oIg@Tg, for gE G, 
where (~,f)(h) = f (g-lh) (f E C,(G)), Applying Proposition 2.3 
again, we obtain that C*(‘u: Bjy C*(G); 01 @Lx) is isomorphic to 
C*(‘i!l @” C,(G); a @T) where (a @ T), = cyg @TV (g E G). By a 
reasoning similar to the one above, there is an isomorphism 0’ of 
‘$I @* C,(G) onto the C*-algebra C,(‘%; G) consisting of all continu- 
ous ‘%-valued functions vanishing at infinity such that 
CD’ 0 (a @ T)g 0 (CD’)-’ = /3,‘, for gE G, 
wherelo’ = a,[x(g-%)I, for x E C,(%; G). So we have that 
C*(‘u: @3,* G(G); 010 > 7 is isomorphic to C*(C,(!X; G); ,f3’). However, 
since C,,(G) is abelian, ‘8 Bj, C,(G) = ?I a.+ C,-,(G) (cf. [S]). There- 
fore, C*(% Bjy C,(G); () ) 01 x T is isomorphic to C*(C,(‘%; G); ,E). Let 
Y’(x)(g) = a;‘[x(g)] for x E C,(‘%; G). Then it is verified that Y’ is 
an isomorphism on C,(‘%; G) such that 
If-” 0 &’ 0 (q-1 = Tg’, for g E G, 
where TV’ = x(g-Vz), for x E C,,(%; G). This means that 
C*(C,(% G); P’) is isomorphic to C*(C,(%; G); 7’). Using di’ again, 
one gets that 
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where 1% is the trivial automorphism of 2l. Thus, we have that 
C*(C,(‘%; G); T’) is isomorphic to C*(‘u Bs, C,,(G); LW @ T), where 
b(e) is the trivial action of {e} on ‘3. Summing up the argument discussed 
above, we get the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and ‘%!I 
be a C*-algebra with a continuous action 01 of G. Then C*(‘% Bjy C,,(G); 
01 @ T) is isomorphic to C*(% @iv C,(G); qe} @ T) where (T,f)(h) = 
f(g-4 for f E G(G). 
Applying now Proposition 2.4 to C*(2l @” C,(G); +,I @ T), one 
obtains that it is isomorphic to C*(21; Q) Bjy C*(C,(G); T) which is 
equal to ‘u @” C*(C,(G); T). 
Finally we prove the following which is of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a locally compact group, and C,(G) be 
the C*-algebra of all continuous functions on G vanishing at injnity. 
Then the crossed product C*(C,(G), T) of C,(G) by the translation T 
of G is isomorphic to the (?-algebra a(L2(G)) of all compact operators 
on L2( G). 
Proof. Let n be an irreducible representation of C*(C,(G); T) 
and (p, V) E Cov rep(C,(G), G) corresponding to 17. Then p is 
faithful. In fact, let F be the closed subset of G corresponding to 
ker p. Since (p, 0) E Cov rep(C,(G), G), it follows that gF = F for 
any g E G. Hence F = G, which implies that p is faithful. Consider 
; bounded linear functional Fe,a(f) = (p(f)5 1 7) on C,(G) for each 
,q E $j5, . By Riesz-Markov’s theorem, there exists a unique regular 
Bore1 measure pc,a which represents F,,, . Let Zc be the set of all 
Baire sets of G. Since (f, T) I+ pLE,(E) is a bounded sesquilinear form 
on !$ x !$ for each E E .& , there is a unique bounded linear operator 
P(E) on 5, such that (P(E)f j 7) = Pi,. Since p is a faithful 
representation on C,,(G), P(E) is a projection and P(E) # 0 for every 
non-empty open set E E & . Moreover, the mapping E I+ P(E) is 
a Boolean a-homomorphism from Z, onto an abelian family of 
projections on !3j, . Since (p, 8) E Cov rep(C,(G), G), the uniqueness 
of P(E) gives us that V(g) P(E) V(g)* = P(gE) for E E & , and 
g E G. Therefore, since (P, V) is irreducible, it follows by Loomis [6] 
that (P, V) is unitarily equivalent to (L, A), where (L&) f)(g) = 
xE(g)f(g) and (h(h)f)(g) =f(h-lg) for f ELM, E E Zc . Then the 
pair (p, V) is unitarily equivalent to (L, X). This implies that 17 is 
unitarily equivalent to Ind 6, where 6 is the character of C,(G) given 
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by S(f) =f(e). Thus, Ind 6 is faithful on C*(C,,(G); 7). Computing 
(Ind 6)(x) for x E K(G x G), one has that 
where y(g, h) = x(g, gh-I) d(F). Since y is square integrable on 
G x G, (Ind 6)(x) is an operator of Hilbert-Schmidt class. So 
(Ind 6)(x) E 6(Ls(G)). Therefore, since K(G x G) is dense in 
C*(C,,(G); T), (Ind S)[C*(C,(G); T)] C 6(L2(G)). Since Ind 6 is irre- 
ducible, we have by [l, Cor 4.1.111 that (Ind G)[C*(C,,(G); T)] = 
g(L2(G)). Thus, C*(C,(G); 7) is isomorphic to 6(L2(G)). Q.E.D. 
We shall now state our main theorem as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and ‘%?l 
be a C*-algebra with a continuous action 01 of G. Then there exists a 
continuous action aZ of the dual group G of G on the crossed product 
C*(A; a) of ‘2l by 01 such that the crossed product C*(C*(‘%; a); &?) of 
C*(‘%; a!) by & is isomorphic to the tensor product 2I @* &(L2(G)) of 2l 
and the F-algebra Q(L2(G)) of all compact operators on L2(G). 
Proof. By Propositions 3.1-3.3, C*(C*(%; a); 6) is isomorphic to 
‘itI By K(L2(G)). H owever, since 6(L2( G)) is of type I, ‘8 @iv K(L2(G)) = 
a 63* W2(GN (cf. PI). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Let G, be the cyclic group of order P, for n = 1, 2,..., 
and G denote the product group n,“=, G, with the weak product 
topology. Then the dual group G of G can be identified as the restricted 
product group Ll,“=, G, with the discrete topology. Consider the 
action T of G on C(G) by (T,f)(g) = f (gs) where C(G) is the C*- 
algebra of all continuous functions on G; Then, the above theorem 
says that there exists a continuous action ? of G on C*(C(G); T) such 
that C*(C*(C(G); 7); ?) is isomorphic to C(G) B* Q(L2(G)) = 
C(G) & 6(L2(@) h’ h . w ic is exactly the theorem in [IO]. 
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